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1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to suggest that on the one hand Physical Geography is a broad-ranging discipline which should integrate the study of the various components that make up the environment, and that on the other it can integrate itself more squarely into the broader field of geography by demonstrating its relevance for understanding past, present and future changes in society and by showing its utility for humankind. This is an important issue for as BAUER (1999: 677) has written, «the intellectual spaces separating the physical and human counterparts of Geography grow wider ... Substantive interdisciplinary conversations are becoming conspicuously silent at the crossroads of Geography.» Physical Geographers are aware of this issue and, for example, have been exploring the relationship between Physical Geography and some of its component parts such as Hydrology (HIRSCHBOECK 1999) and Climatology (CARLETON 1999). Mary SOMERVILLE's «Physical Geography», which was first published in 1848, was one of the earliest and most formative texts in Physical Geography. It gave a clear definition of the field, and demonstrated both the width of Physical Geography and its relationship to humans: «Physical geography is a description of the earth, the sea, and the air, with their inhabitants animal and vegetable, of the distribution of these organized beings and the causes of that distribution ... man himself is viewed but as a fellow-inhabitant of the globe with other created things, yet influencing him to a certain extent by his actions and influenced in return. The effects of this intellectual superiority on the inferior animals, and even on his own condition, by the subjection of some of the most powerful agents in nature to his will, together with the other causes which have had the greatest influence on his physical and moral state, are among the most important subjects of this science.» The cohesion and range of Physical Geography in the Anglo-Saxon world declined in the twentieth century, however, for it was dominated for much of the time by Geomorphology. As STODDART (1987) remarked about the British situation during the inter-war years, «in research, if not teaching, «physical geography» meant geomorphology: for while some attention was given to meteorology, climatology and to some extent pedology and biogeography, it was on the level of elementary service courses for students rather than as a contribution to new knowledge». Moreover, with the demise of environmentalism from the 1920s onwards, many geographers eschewed environment-human considerations.

In contrast to the view of SOMERVILLE, Physical Geography books tended increasingly to ignore human impact and environmental influences. So, for example, BIROT (1966) saw Physical Geography as the study of «the visible surface of natural landscapes as they would appear to the naked eye of an observer travelling over the globe before the interaction of mankind.» Physical Geography possibly reached its low point in the late 1960s and early 1970s when spatial modellers, particularly of urban systems, saw little room for it within Geography. Even some Physical Geographers doubted its role in a world where regional differences were seen to be declining and where many people, especially in cities, were thought to be coming progressively divorced from the reality of their immediate physical surroundings (CHORLEY 1971). The state of Physical Geography at this time can be illustrated by a consideration of one of the most used textbooks in Britain over this period – F.J. MONKHOUSE's «The Principles of Physical Geography». Its first edition appeared in 1954 and thereafter it was used intensively for the next quarter of a century, with an eighth edition appearing in 1975. What were its main characteristics? First of all, in spite of its title, there is scant consideration of the principles that underlie Physical Geography and of what the sub-discipline aims to do. There is very little concern with theory, ideas, the airing of controversy and intellectual constructs like models. It is very strong on description and classification. With the exception of some of its discussion of climate, there is no concern with systems or with such phenomena as biogeochemical or nutrient cycles. The work is largely unconcerned with ecological approaches and so there is very little attempt at integrating the different components of Physical Geography. It is almost entirely qualitative, containing not one scientific formula. It is extraordinarily weak on drainage basin processes, which could have provided one means of integration (CHORLEY 1969). It was written a decade before the development of the plate tectonics paradigm and so it lacks this important integrating concept as well. There
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is also remarkably little on environmental change, whether natural (e.g. the glacial and interglacial cycles of the Pleistocene, neoglacializations of the Holocene, ENSO events) or anthropogenic. Humans seldom rear their heads and so there is limited concern with hazards, resources, environmental management or the application of Physical Geography to societal needs. Monkhouse was by no means unique at this time, and a similar analysis could be done for almost all contemporary texts.

2 More recent trends

The modern genre of Physical Geography text is remarkably different from Monkhouse and his contemporaries, not least because most have the word «environment» squarely in their titles (e.g. De Blij & Muller 1996; Park 1997; Briggs et al. 1997). An early attempt to review trends was made in the mid-1980s by Gregory (1985). For the period from 1950 to 1970 he identified five main developing themes: quantification, Quaternary studies, process studies, studies that recognized the importance of human activities, and the systems approach. For the period from 1970 to 1980 he selected two further trends: a concern with time, which involved such issues as thresholds and complex responses; and an increasing tendency towards the application of Physical Geography to solving environmental problems. Additionally, for the late 1980s he drew attention to the burgeoning role of remote sensing and information technology.

Since Gregory wrote, there are many signs that Physical Geography has become concerned increasingly with certain key themes: the human impact, natural environmental change, the application of Physical Geography, environmental management and the integration of the various elements of Physical Geography and their linkage to social forces.

3 The human impact

Earlier generations of Physical Geographers often appear to have avoided areas that were palpably affected by human activity. They sought natural and largely undisturbed areas in which to base their research. Since then, there has been a growing awareness that such pristine or wilderness areas are increasingly atypical of the world as a whole, and that the impacts that humans are having deserve study in their own right (Goudie 1993, 1999a). Indeed, there are those who feel that as the subject straddling the human-environment ecotone, Geography should be actively concerned with human impact, its history and management. Many of the great issues that face the world today require a geographical treatment, including acid deposition (Battarbee et al. 1988), forest decline (Innes 1992), desertification (Thomas & Middleton 1994), deforestation (Williams 1989), wetland loss (Malby 1986), salinity problems (Goudie & Viles 1997) and global climate change, be it cumulative or systemic. At the same time there is a growing appreciation that the study of environmental history has much to tell us about environmental change (Simmons 1993; R.H. Grove 1997), and some of the most powerful studies in Geography have been those that have looked at long-term landscape change in the context of human history (e.g. Mortimore 1989; Tiffen et al. 1994). There has been an increasing desire to establish the relative importance of human actions and natural processes in causing environmental changes such as gully initiation (e.g. Wells 1993).

4 Natural environmental change and its consequences

Another major theme of contemporary Physical Geography is natural environmental change. It is remarkable, but partly coincidental, that at the same time that scientists have been concerned with anthropogenic impacts on the environment, they have also become increasingly aware of the abruptness, frequency, magnitude and consequences of natural changes at a whole range of temporal scales. Much of the reason for this concern arises from the development in the last four decades of new technologies for dating and environmental reconstruction, including the coring of ocean floors, peat deposits, lakes and ice sheets (Lowe & Walker 1997). Some of these techniques, including optical dating, have been adopted with enthusiasm by Physical Geographers (e.g. Stokes 1999). We now appreciate that short-term events like the Little Ice Age (J.M. Grove 1988, 1997) had profound implications for human societies, and that the abruptness of phases like the Younger Dryas (Anderson 1997) may have made them especially significant for prehistoric groups. Indeed, natural environmental changes are of immense potential significance for interpreting human history and prehistory (Goudie 1999b). This is evident when one considers the history of the Sahara in the Holocene.

At the Kharga Oasis in the Western Desert of Egypt, there are immense lake and tufa deposits around which Neolithic tools have been found in great profusion. They indicate the existence of higher ground-water levels and a considerable human population. The Neolithic pluvial was a time that was particularly favourable for human activities in the region (Caton-Thompson 1952). A good example of mid-Holocene humidity in the hyper-arid heart of the Eastern Sahara is provided by Ritchie & Haynes (1987). Their pollen spectra for Oyo, dating from c. 8500 years BP (before present) until around 6000 BP, show that there were
strong Sudanian elements in the vegetation, and they identified pollen of tropical taxa such as Hibiscus. During this phase, Oyo must have been a stratified lake surrounded by savanna vegetation similar to that now found 500 km further south. After 6000 BP the lake became shallower and thorn and scrub grassland replaced the sub-humid savanna. At around 4500 BP the lake dried out, aeolian activity returned and vegetation disappeared except in wadis and oases. In effect we see the Sahara disappearing as an hyper-arid environment, becoming a favourable environment for human activities (Petit-Maire 1989; Roberts 1989) and then desiccating once again. The remarkable blossoming of archaeological sites and lake deposits in the Sahara at 8000 BP is testified to by an abundance of mortars and grinders (indicating grass cover), and of hooks and harpoons (indicating lakes and fishing therein). Sites became much rarer after 6000 BP as the climate deteriorated (Petit-Maire et al. 1997).

A further climatic deterioration around 4000 years ago could be involved in the near simultaneous but mysterious collapse or eclipse of advanced civilizations in Egypt, Mesopotamia and north west India (DalFes et al. 1997).

While we may no longer accept some of the rather crude attempts that were developed by the environmental determinists in the first decades of the twentieth century to relate climatic changes to events in history and prehistory, we now have a range of techniques for both dating and for environmental reconstruction about which they could only have dreamed. Using them, there is therefore a need to revisit many great themes (some of which are discussed by Vrba et al. 1995 and in Slack 1999), including hominid emergence, the diffusion of humans out of Africa, hiatuses in dryland and cold climate prehistory, and the origin and timing of domestication. As Sherratt (1997: 283) has pointed out,

«Environmental change is not simply a backdrop to evolution: it is a principal reason for major episodes of biological change».

Such biological changes include human evolution and the domestication process.

5 The application of Physical Geography to societal needs

In recent years increasing attention has been paid to the application of Physical Geography to the needs of society (Jones 1980; Cooke & Doornkamp 1992). Environmental management has become a major field in many branches of Physical Geography (O’Riordan 1995), including the management of water resources (Beaumont 1988; Jones 1997), water pollution (Burt et al. 1993), and coasts (Viles & Spencer 1995; Bird 1996). There have also been many contributions to the study of environmental hazards (Jones 1993; Smith 1992) and disasters (Alexander 1993). In some cases this has involved a consideration of societal issues, including vulnerability (e.g. Chester 1993).

A consideration of the role of the applied geomorphologist (Table 1) demonstrates some of our skills, and as Goudie (1994) showed, applied geomorphologists undertake a range of tasks. These include the mapping of hazards and resources, identifying the rates at which change is taking place, assessing the causes of observed changes, placing engineering schemes within their environmental context, and looking at the consequences of human attempts at environmental management.

6 Integration and conclusion

Although in common with much science Physical Geography has tended to move towards increasing reductionism and specialisation, it has, paradoxically, also displayed an increasing tendency to try and integrate its different components. This may either be because of the deliberate adoption of systems thinking (Chorley & Kennedy 1971), which by its very nature focuses on inter-relationships, or it may be partly as a result of an increasing concern with ecological approaches, or

| Mapping of landforms to find hazardous sites, mineral resources and to describe physical habitat |
| Mapping of other phenomena (e.g. soils) through their association with landform elements |
| Identifying rates of change of hazardous phenomena through direct monitoring, use of sequential maps, air photos, remote sensing images, studies of archival information, etc. |
| Identifying causes of changes and hazards and predicting and modelling future hazards |
| Undertaking post-event surveys of major hazardous events |
| Undertaking pre-construction environmental impact assessments and post-construction surveys of major engineering projects |
| Devising management solutions to geomorphological problems and involvement with policy |

Table 1: The nature of Applied Geomorphology

Das Wesen der Angewandten Geomorphologie
La nature de la géomorphologie appliquée
because of a realisation that many of the most rewarding and challenging intellectual developments occur when, for example, earth scientists and life scientists get together, or indeed, geomorphologists and biogeographers (Viles 1988; Thornes 1990). There is, as Bauer et al. (1999: 778) points out, a tension between integrative and reductionist tendencies that is often inextricably linked to issues of scale. On the one hand, most Physical Geographers have had a «decades-long addiction to reductionism» and on the other «such reductionism flies in the face of our geographic traditions and roots.»

However, perhaps a major reason for the integrative tendencies has been the resurgence of Biogeography, which for too long, with Climatology, was one of the less vibrant parts of the discipline. We now see a range of texts that attempt to give an integrated view of landscape types as diverse as oceanic islands (Nunn 1994), caves (Gillieson 1996), and rainforests (Millington et al. 1995), while others survey whole continents (e.g. Adams et al. 1996). Likewise, exciting developments are taking place in our understanding of savanna biomes through an increasing concern with such forces as forest fires (natural and human induced), herbivores, soil characteristics and the history of land use (see, for example, Fairhead & Leach 1997).

One of the major thrusts for integration has come from the continent of Europe in the shape of Geocology and Landscape Ecology. The former attempts to give a greater emphasis to abiotic components than the latter, but as Huggett (1995) indicates, the two are essentially the same. The term Landscape Ecology was devised by Troll (1939, 1971), and as Naveh & Lieberman (1984: 3) wrote,

«Landscape ecology is a young branch of modern ecology that deals with the interrelationship between man and his open and built-up landscapes...landscape ecology evolved in central Europe as a result of the holistic approach adopted by geographers, ecologists, landscape planners, designers and managers in their attempt to bridge the gap between natural, agricultural, human and urban systems».

Likewise, Vink (1983: 2) saw it as

«the study of the relationship between phenomena and processes in the landscape or geosphere including the communities of plants, animals and man».

while Forman & Godron (1986: 595) saw it as

«the study of the structure, function and change in a heterogeneous land area composed of interacting ecosystems».

Remote sensing and GIS enable the collection and analysis of spatial data relating to landscapes and their components (Haines-Young et al. 1993) and Landscape Ecology has much to contribute to the development of conservation and Biogeography (Kupper 1995). One notes with particular appreciation the many contributions that Leser has made to the development and application of Landscape Ecology (e.g. Leser 1983, 1997).

Building upon some of the tendencies outlined in this paper, Slaymaker & Spencer (1998: 7) have proposed the redefinition of Physical Geography so that it is redirected from an emphasis on

«the pot-pourri of information about the Earth and its atmosphere to a coherent integrating theme of global environmental change».

They believe that to achieve that goal, Physical Geography should be concerned with three crucial themes: identifying, describing and analysing the distribution of biogeochemical elements in the environment; interpreting environmental systems at all scales, both spatial and temporal, at the interface between atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and society, and; determining the resilience of such systems in response to perturbations, including human activities. They also argue that a commitment to the understanding of human-environmental linkages is crucial to the sustainability of our planet and that this should be the mandate for Physical Geography in the 21st century. Global change is indeed a crucial area for geographical endeavours and geographers need to identify the likely impacts of change on ecosystems, to identify especially sensitive locations or «hotspots» (Goudie 1996), and to assess the most appropriate means of environmental management in an ever changing world.
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Summary: The Integration of Physical Geography

Physical Geography has in recent years developed certain tendencies which have led to a greater coherence and to a greater degree of integration with the rest of Geography. Of particular importance are studies of the human impact, of environmental change and its impacts, of the application of Physical Geography to societal needs, of Geoecology and Landscape Ecology, and of global change.

Zusammenfassung: Die Integration der Physischen Geographie


Résumé: L’intégration de la géographie physique

Ces dernières années, la géographie physique a développé certaines tendances qui l’ont conduite à davantage de cohérence et à un plus haut degré d’intégration avec le reste de la géographie. L’impact humain, les changements environnementaux et leurs incidences, l’application de la géographie physique aux besoins de la société, la géoécologie et l’écologie du paysage ainsi que le changement global sont des sujets d’étude particulièrement importants.